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GENERAL DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed have been published in good faith on the request of the person requesting publication, and
are not those of the Shire of Meekatharra. All articles, comments, advice and other material contained in this publication are by way of general comment or advice only and are not intended, nor do they purport to be the correct advice
on any particular matter or subject referred to. No person should act on the basis of any matter, comment or advice
contained in this publication without first considering, and if necessary taking appropriate professional advice upon
the applicability to their particular circumstances. Accordingly ,no responsibility is accepted or taken by the Shire of
Meekatharra, or the authors and editors of the Meekatharra Dust , for any damage or loss suffered by any party acting in reliance on any matter, comment or advice contained herein.

meekashire.wa.gov.au
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A FRIENDLY REMINDER ABOUT
DOG CONTROL
When walking your dogs on the town oval, please ensure you are in complete control of your animal
at all times and dispose of any waste in the rubbish bins provided by Council.
The Shire of Meekatharra provide the Town Oval as the only off-lease exercise area in town—at all
other locations your dog must, according to law, be collared and restrained.
To allow your dog to be unrestrained in public is an offence in the Dog Act 1976.

Being responsible for a dog that attacks a person causing injury is also an offence which attracts a
significant penalty of up to $10,000.
Please be a responsible pet owner—keep your dog restrained when exercising them to avoid both
injury to bystanders, and significant penalties, and please pick up any droppings left behind. Nobody
wants to step in that!!
The Shire of Meekatharra support the neutering and desexing of pets to reduce the number of
strays, and provide sponsorship to the Murdoch Veterinary Clinic to attend Meekatharra to provide
this service at no cost to health care card holders. Additionally, the Shire fund regular visiting vet
service—Newman Veterinary Clinic—to the value of $5,000 to neuter the pets of health care card
holders at no cost to the owner.

Local residents can access this service by attending the Shire Office to present your Health Care Card
and prove registration. You will be issued with a voucher for the appropriate service at the visiting
clinic.
Further info, contact Tralee at the Shire—99800609

STREET LIGHT FAULTS & OUTAGES
If you notice any issues with street lights, faults or damage
call Horizon Power’s 24/7 Fault Line on
1800 264 914
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Note from the Editor
Wow, didn’t October go by quickly, I barely blinked and now its November!
In this edition of the Meekatharra Dust we have photos from the community breakfast held by Mission Australia, the Youth Centre, the Djuki Mala performance, the youth movie night, Mama D’s hairdresser and the
Stephen Michael Foundation carnival. Of course, we have the amazing articles from the usual talented writers including the CRC, Sally Dighton, the Meeka Pharmacy, Mission Australia, Meeka Goes Green and
Meekatharra District High School.
November is the official postponed NAIDOC week for 2020. There area few events around town, including
the community footy game on the 13th of November at the oval. The Shire will be working with Yulella, Mission Australia, Stephen Michael Foundation and Youth Focus to provide a fun, safe community event for
everyone to enjoy.
The Editor
‘Live life to the fullest, and focus on the positive’ - Matt Cameron
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YOUTH SERVICES
ball, basketball, footy and of course using the
music room.
October held a few birthdays for the young people in town,
which meant birthday cakes and celebrating the special days
as a team. Margie made cakes, and as we all know, they
would have tasted incredible and looked like they were done
by professionals. The youth team are all about bringing people together, so they have started regular meet ups with the
Karalundi students to build relationships and play sports.
November is of course just as fun for the team! They have
many exciting events coming up and are looking forward to
providing a variety of activities for the young people in town.

The Youth Services Team were flat out for the month of October with lots of activities for the young people of
Meekatharra. They started off the month with school
holidays, Stephen Michael Foundation footy carnival
in Yalgoo and a visit from Fair Game. The pool opened
which lead to many fun afternoons. They ended the
month with movie nights, visits from the Karalundi
students and staff and a Halloween party. They have
been non-stop, but loving every single minute of their
jobs working with the incredible young people in
town.
The Kids Zone participants have been enjoying their
time doing arts, crafts, cooking and playing with all the
wonderful toys at the centre. While the Youth Centre
young people have been playing water polo, volley-
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Tatiana and
Nickaylia!!
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STEPHEN MICHAEL FOUNDATION YALGOO CARNIVAL
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FAST FASHION
seem logical at the surface but once you look deeper
there is a much larger hidden cost which is causing issues globally.
All products use materials. Those materials need to be
produced or grown. According to WWF it takes 2,700
litres of water to grow the cotton for a single t-shirt. So
whether we buy just one shirt or four shirts (for the
same price, woohoo bargain!), it makes a huge difference to the amount of resources used. Whether it’s the
water used to grow the cotton, the energy used to power the production, the transport used to ship it from A to B,
the often poorly paid labour in third world country sweatshops, the toxic dyes and chemicals that poison many rivers,
the tonnes and tonnes and tonnes of clothing that end up in
landfill every minute – it makes a big difference whether we
buy one or four shirts. Add to that the booming population
(7.8 billion people now vs only 3.7 billion in 1970) and that’s
a lot of people wanting a lot of clothes.

Remember the good old days when the shops had a summer/
spring selection and an autumn/winter selection? With the
globe being more and more globalised, materials and products flying around the world at the speed of jets, and consumers, fashion idols and companies communicating instantly via the internet, this bi-annual cycle has changed to companies churning out 52 micro-seasons a year. That’s a new
fashion trend every week! So to
stay fashionable you couldn’t
even get around to doing your
weekly laundry before your new
garment is already old-school. To
clear stock and make sure consumers keep buying new stuff,
some companies produce with
inbuilt obsolescence and even
burn or shred perfectly good
stock. Basically, the milk in our
fridges has a longer shelf-life than some of the clothes produced nowadays. Madness.

“But buying stuff is great for the economy! My shopping habit is powering the country!” Agree – the economy is important. But perhaps we can spend our dollars on quality
rather than quantity. Make things last. There’s a concept
called the “triple bottom line” which looks not just at the
financial bottom line but also the social and the environmental side of things. Ultimately you can’t focus just on one side
and ignore the other two sides as it’s not going to be sustainable in the long run. And we still want there to be a functioning economy in twenty years time, don’t we?
So what can we do?
Here are a few solutions:

Like with so many things, Meeka is a bit removed from the
fast spinning world out there. We can’t pop down to all these
shops every day and even if we feverishly tried to keep up to
date via online shopping, we’d always lag a couple of weeks
behind thanks to parcels seemingly going via Timbuktu. But
of course we do head to the big smoke every now and again
and some of us hit the shops like we’ve been starved.

Buy quality over quantity: we can
resist the impulse buy, think about
what we need (rather than want).
If we don’t just buy heaps of
cheap junk but spend our money
on fewer but better items it brings
more joy in the long run.

So what’s the deal with this so called “fast fashion”?

Find a brand that produces good quality clothing, pays fair
wages, is open about its supply chains, supports low impact
manufacturing. Search the internet for “ethical clothing” and
you’ll find heaps of brands. (Be mindful of greenwashing,
look deeper.)

It’s basically quantity over quality. Companies are churning
out massive numbers and tons of cheap clothing, cutting as
many corners as possible, thereby making it very affordable
for everyone. It seems great at the surface – why pay $80 for
a pair of jeans when you can get one for $15? Who cares if it
only lasts a few weeks before it starts to fray, just chuck it out
and
we’ll
just buy another three
pairs and we
still would
have saved
money!
Right?
That

Rock your style – don’t give a damn about the latest weekly
fashion trend (blink and you miss it anyway). Find what
you’re comfortable in, what looks and feels great on your
own body and then flaunt it, baby. Beauty and attractiveness
comes from within. If you’re comfortable and it feels good
then who cares?
Find new combinations for your existing clothes – got a simple dress or boring shirt? Just adding a scarf, jacket or bit of
bling can make it look like a whole new outfit.

might
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the house, use bits of fabrics for craft projects, or compost
them (as long as they’re natural fibres such as cotton, silk or
wool).
Go naked! Who needs clothes anyway! (Just kidding, please
don’t go streaking down the Main Street.)
Got a favourite ethical clothing brand? Have you done something clever with old clothes? You can leave a post on Facebook/meekagoesgreen,
send
us
an
email
at
meekagoesgreen@gmail.com or pop into the Recycling Centre on Railway Street Saturdays 9-11am. Also, come to our
monthly Upcycling Workshops. They’re awesome. First Saturday of each month at 11am.

Rock your style – don’t give a damn about the latest weekly
fashion trend (blink and you miss it anyway). Find what
you’re comfortable in, what looks and feels great on your
own body and then flaunt it, baby. Beauty and attractiveness
comes from within. If you’re comfortable and it feels good
then who cares?

Images from:
https://www.livesmallbemore.blog/why-i-shop-second-hand/
https://thenewdaily.com.au/finance/consumer/2020/04/10/fastfashion-environment/
https://brands2life.com/our-work/corporate/quality-quantity/

Find new combinations for your existing clothes – got a simple dress or boring shirt? Just adding a scarf, jacket or bit of
bling can make it look like a whole new outfit.

https://ethicalclothingaustralia.org.au/
https://www.bwss.org/fastfashion/

Learn how to mend your clothes (or bribe a more
talented friend with money or cake) – just because
it’s missing a button or has a hole doesn’t mean that
it’s destined for landfill. Youtube “how to fix ….” and
get stitching.
Support companies that look at the whole life cycle of
clothes. Perhaps even invest into companies that do
research on fabric recycling. There are some exciting
developments out there – it’s a massive problem
globally which means it’s a massive opportunity too.
Secondhand Shops / Charities / Op-Shops – donate
your excess clothes and buy
from here too. This is especially good if you want to be
money savvy; there are so
many affordable great finds!
Vote with your dollar – leave the fast fashion behind
and support the companies that are doing good.
Companies go where the market is. If enough of us
choose ethically produced quality over cheap quantity then that consumer demand will be met.
Upcycling – our favourite here at Meeka Goes Green
– turning “rubbish” into other useful items. Turn an
old t-shirt into a tote, braid a basket out of jeans,
weave a bath mat out of towels. There are so many
possibilities! Jump online and search for “upcycling
[enter your item here]”. If you’re not that crafty you
can still use that lonely sock to dust down the ceiling
fans.
If the clothes are that old that they can’t be donated
or upcycled anymore then use them as rags around
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MAMA D’S HAIR CARE
By now I’m sure you have
seen all the beautiful hair
around town. We have been
extremely lucky to have Mama D’s Hair Care visit Meeka
for the second time. Nikie
has been a hairdresser for
many years and has previously worked in Leonora. She has
the natural gift of creating
beautiful hair for everyone
who sits in her chair. She
takes the time and puts a lot of thought into each client, doing what is right for them and their hair needs.

end salon, without the huge costs.
Nikie will be back in December, keep a look out on her Facebook page (Mama D Hair Care) for the next lot of appointments. Make sure you book in early to avoid missing out on
the experience of getting your hair done by the funniest,
most talented hairdresser.
Since Mama D’s was so well received we are seeking expressions of interest for a beautician to visit Meekatharra. The
beautician does waxing, facials, manicure, pedicures, massages, tans, eyebrow/eyelash tinting and much more. If you are
interested please fill out this survey: https://
www.surveymonkey.com/r/3RF93YC or visit the Meekatharra
Dust Facebook page to get the link.

Mama D’s Hair Care has done array of colours from purple to
blonde, creating unique looks to make the client feel special.
Don’t we all just love the feeling of someone saying ‘WOW,
you look nice’ having a hair transformation? Sitting in her
chair is like going on a holiday, you always leave feeling refreshed and having laughed so hard. Nikie creates a relaxed,
happy environment by being the best person to talk to about
literally anything! Mama D’s Hair Care had the honour of being the first business to use the new Lloyd’s Plaza on Main
Street. She made the salon her own by adding in her decorations and products that make it feel like an expensive high-
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GARDENS WITH SAL,
THE GARDEN GAL
long as we have a bit of shelter for them to hide under during
the height of the heat, lots of nutrient-rich soil/organics, consistent watering to their roots, and plenty of mulch at their
base.
Tomatoes are part of the Solanum family, along with potatoes, chillies, and capsicums. They all share the same familiar
flowers (even the bush tomatoes), pest threats, and enjoy
growing with similar companions.
G’day gorgeous Meeka,

I like to grow them from seed in a damp, rich seed raising mix
which is so easy to make at home. My favourite recipe is by
the Milkwood team.

A very welcome and overdue hello to you all. It’s been a
while since I’ve been in town but man it feels good to be
back!

Grab a bucket and mix together:

Phew - the summer weather sure didn’t waste time finding
its way to us, with hot long days, stunning summer sunsets
and swarms of flying insects too.





On a friendly note these flying insects are actually friends for
our garden! They are called hoverflies and are a beneficial
insect, visiting flowers in our bushland and garden collecting
nectar. They lay their larvae on our plants and once they
hatch will feast on pests like aphids,
thrips, and caterpillars. They are more
than welcome in my garden, as long
as they don’t keep turning up in their
millions. Please be careful what
sprays you use to avoid harming them
during this time.



2 parts finely sieved compost
1 part worm castings – the by-product of a worm
farm, if not use 1 part compost
2 parts coir fibre (coconut fibre) – or any moistureholding material
1 part coarse sand

Our EON school garden is cranking
thanks to Pam and Geoff Mongoo (a
huge heartfelt thank you as always).
With their consistent green thumbs in
our garden we have a tomato crop
like nothing I’ve seen before. I can
already smell the sauces and chutneys bubbling away.
When I think of summer, I think of
summer veggies: tomatoes, capsicums, chillies, zucchini, and juicy watermelons under a tree.
A thriving banana hut made by the wonderful Geoff and Pam
Mongoo

Tomatoes can grow so very well out here in our summer, as
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hungry pests, and then parsley, basil, chillies and capsicums.
You could quite literally have a whole salad growing in the
same sunny spot!
I have recently started my own garden on my block near
Greenough. As it’s close to the ocean, I’ve been collecting
seaweed and using it as a builder for the soil, but also as a
mulch. There are millions of small white snails there and apparently the seaweed - when it crisps up - is undesirable for
the snails to slither over. I will keep you updated on this
strange experiment!
Well Meeka, thanks for reading and I look forward to sharing
some more memories with you all before the end of this crazy year. If anything, 2020 has brought us all together and
given us an appreciation for the small things in life that
matter most: family, health, and connecting with the things
we love.
Take care of yourselves and each other, happy summer gardening.
Sally – the EON Gardening Gal
*EON Foundation is a not-for-profit organisation that delivers
a food and nutrition-focused healthy lifestyle and disease
prevention program. We build edible gardens in remote
schools and communities for a secure supply of fresh food
and partner with them to deliver a hands-on practical gardening, nutrition, education, cooking, and hygiene program. Read
more about us at www.eon.org.au

Charli with some of our tomato harvest

You can then put the mix in your seed raising trays and plant
seeds ¼ inch deep. I like to apply a thin layer of river sand on
the top too. Keep in a shaded area and ensure soil is kept
damp and does not dry out.
Your seeds should start to shoot
within 10-14 days. Once they
have around four leaves you
can replant them into bigger
pots and allow them to grow to
around 20cm high.
This should give you enough
time to prepare the final resting
place for your tomatoes! Remember tomatoes don’t need a
lot of space to grow - they can
grow up things, over things, and
around them. You could grow
them in a pot on your veranda,
an old trellis on your stairs, in
an old bathtub or under a tree.
Tomatoes do well planted with
their companions (plants that
benefit each other when grown
together). Marigolds prevent nematodes, chives ward off

Making colourful signs with our Meeka kids
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Next Visit: 17th November
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YOUTH MOVIE NIGHT AT THE PICTURE GARDENS

WA Police and Youth Justice held a successful night at the
movies, with the movie Sonic the Hedgehog on Friday 23
October 2020. It was a great smoke free and drug free
event that highlighted the importance of young people
staying engaged and participating in activities rather than
turning to not-so-healthy alternatives. Thanks to sponsors,
Meekatharra Coles Express, Westgold Meekatharra Operations and the Shire of Meekatharra.
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DJUKI MALA TOUR
sure people were fed well and extremely happy, which indeed they were. The team really
showed the community spirit by using their
skills to add so much to the event.

The Djuki Mala dancers came to Meeka on the 25th of
October as part of their WA tour. They have been
travelling around WA since the beginning of October
performing their show mixed with traditional and contemporary dance. We were very lucky to get these
talented dancers in town. The turnout from the community was exciting to see with over 400 people attending the event. It was a great way for people to
come together and enjoy a night under the stars
watching an entertaining and educational performance from the dancers, who have travelled internationally to perform their sentimental act. The evening
was a huge success, there were so many smiling faces
before, during and after the show. The four performers trained hard for the show and have been performing since 2007. The dances originated from the Yolngu
people in North East Arnhem Land and have been
performed all over the world. Djuki Mala become a
success when Frank Djirrimbilpilwuy uploaded a video
to YouTube in 2007 which showed a dance mixed with
traditional and comedic elements. The intensity of the
show proves the discipline required to perform the
act for the various audiences. The show follows the
story of how Djuki Mala started, the people who were
involved, the aim of the dance team
and how the lives of those involved
have changed.

To get ready for the event we were lucky
enough to people around who were happy to
help and provided the skills needed to get
everything up and running. Andrew and Lachlan from the Youth Centre made sure the
stage, sound and scaffolding were all set up,
using their teamwork skills to get everything
done. Brendan helped build the ‘best built stage I’ve

seen’ for the event, he worked with our team so well
to get it done with a great deal of professionalism.
Geoff and Michelle came down to help set up the
morning of the event and happily completed all sorts
of various tasks. The Works Crew provided so much
knowledge and practical support on the day which
just made life easier. Massive thank you to all who
helped out!!

The Yulella team put on food for everyone that attended, we were lucky
enough to get top quality food made
with love. The team worked hard the
days leading up the event to make
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DOGS
Its been a pretty jam-packed month full of excitement
and events. Makes it easy for the rest of us to forget
about the very sad things that happened. I’m here to
remind us all about responsible pet ownership in
amongst it.
We lost two dogs in town last month because they weren’t kept restrained at home. One lovely blue staffy Bobo, and a beautiful tan one. Both were hit by trucks
right outside my office window. Not a nice thing to see
when you are diligently working away. Also not a nice
thing for our works department to deal with, or indeed
mostly, for the families who dearly loved the pets.

that loves you may not love another person in town, or their
pet either, and this has led to a few dog fights which are very
frightening for people and other dogs.

It was really clear how loved Bobo was, when he was put in
the pound one day for wandering on the main street. We
were inundated with offers to rehome him, and to pay his
pound fees to stop him from being euthanised. He was even
microchipped and registered at the same time.
Unfortunately, less than a week after he was released, he
was back on the main street, chasing pats from tourists, and
dodging traffic. Not so successfully in the end.

We all have the right to walk the street without fear of being
attacked or bitten by a dog, and when someone is so frightened of being attacked by a dog they come to the Shire to
complain, they are usually quite upset. This increases the risk
of very emotional conversations that damage relationships
and cause further division in the community.

Lately there have been an increase in complaints about dogs
roaming in town. This causes all sorts of problems, as the pet

There is a law called the Dog Act (1976) which says that your
dog




must be kept inside a yard
must be registered
must be microchipped.

There are new laws making it illegal to breed dogs at home
without a license to do so, they attract quite hefty fines.
It is a very ugly time for everyone when the Dog Act has to be
enforced. It usually means someone from the Shire has to
knock on your door and issue a fine, or take your dog. Its not
an action we take lightly, but these recent incidents have
shown us exactly why we need to follow the law.
Please, for everyone’s sake, keep your fence well repaired to
keep your dog from roaming, come to the Shire office to register them, and microchip them. If you have too many dogs at
your place, we can also assist – finding homes if necessary.
The Shire of Meekatharra run a very generous desexing program that provides free neutering by the visiting vet Dr Rick
Fenny for pets of health care card holders – to access this you
only need to come to the Shire office to get the voucher –
bring your health care card with you, and Dr Fenny will make
an appointment for the surgery when he is next in town.
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HALLOWEEN AT COLES EXPRESS
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to encourage a deeper understanding of, and connection
with, the land. Abiotic (non-living) elements include the climate and landforms, as well as the geological formations and
processes that created what you’ve come to see. Biotic
(living) elements include the site’s biodiversity (its animals
and plants) and how the site’s unique abiotic features have
created a place for them to thrive. Cultural (human) elements
emerge out of a site’s abiotic and biotic features (what drew
people here) and describe how people have engaged with
the
natural
environment
over
time.’’ (murchisongeoregion.com)
All around the world there are many GeoRegions and GeoParks that tourists flock to, they embrace the culture and
natural significance of the regions learning more and more
about the local environment as they travel. That is the hope
with our local GeoRegion, we want people to come and understand what we all love about living in this region. We want
others to see our beautiful landscapes and bring more tourism into this area. As the promote of this project continues
we hope to see more tourism
growth.

On the 18th of September the Murchison GeoRegion had
their official launch in Mt Magnet. The GeoRegion is made up
of 21 sites across the seven Murchison Shires (Cue, Meekatharra, Mount Magnet, Murchison, Sandstone, Wiluna and
Yalgoo). The opening was a chance to show off the significant
sites across this region and promote the area as the next big

There are four Meekatharra sites
included in the GeoRegion

tourist destination. The day was well
attended by many keen locals and VIP’s
who wanted to get the first taste of what
it meant for the Murchison to become a
GeoRegion.
‘’The Murchison GeoRegion is Australia’s
first major GeoTourism development. It
highlights the abiotic, biotic and cultural
features of significant sites in the region
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Peace Gorge



Mt Yagahong



Barlangi Rock



Jack Hills (restricted access)

The Murchison GeoRegion
App is now available, the
app has all the information
you need to make the
most of the Murchison
region. The app provides
maps, information about
the sites, tips to best plan
your trip, local information
about the towns and a log
area to record your experiences at each site. To
download the app visit the
App Store or Google Play
and search ‘Murchison
GeoRegion’. If apps aren’t your thing pop into
the Shire Office or CRC to collect your copy of the Trail Guidebook. The guidebook is a 34 page booklet
which lists all the sites and information you will find on the app, including pictures of the area to show a
small portion of the picturesque natural environment the region shows.
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EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR HIGH SPEED
FIXED WIRELESS INTERNET
Recent changes to the availability of wholesale ADSL services
to third party providers has meant new internet connections
within the Shire of Meekatharra are likely to be a satellite
service.

Should the service prove viable, Node1 will subsidise connection to each household by $200 in the initial project setup
phase. Connections after this phase may be at a higher
rate. When researching options, residents should be aware
that searching for their own address will return no results as
the service is not yet connected.

Third party provider Node1 have indicated they may be able
to offer high speed NBN quality fixed wireless service to the
community with speeds of up to 150/75 Mbps.

Please fill out the contact form at the link below to indicate
your interest.

The service plans can be researched at this link

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FixedWirelessEOI

https://nodeone.com.au/home-internetplans/
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BLAST FROM THE PAST
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The Meekatharra Seventh
Day Adventist Church
(McCleary Street) invites
you to join us in a weekly
service for all ages from
10am Saturday mornings

Open Daily 6.00am—9.00pm
Catering for your special function? Email us for a quote on bookings@meekatharraaccomodation.com.au
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Please ensure whilst exercising your dog to pick up
any waste and dispose of

in the bins provided.
FREE Waste Bags are now
available from the Shire
Office.
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IMPORTANT DATES

November 2020
Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

26

27

28

29

30

31

1

5

6

7

8

Adult Basketball
6pm

2

3

4

Yoga 6pm

Adult Basketball
6pm

Mama D’s Hairdresser @ Lloyd’s

9

Meeka Goes Green
9am-11am
Upcycling Workshop
11am

10

11

Yoga 6pm

12

13

Adult Basketball
6pm

Community Footy
Game 6pm

14

17
Yoga 6pm

18
ICDC Visit

15

Meeka Goes Green
9am-11am

Remembrance Day

16

NAIDOC Week

Markets 9:30am

19

20

Adult Basketball
6pm

21

22

Meeka Goes Green
9am-11am
Ordinary Council
Meeting

23

24

25

Yoga 6pm

26

Adult Basketball
6pm

27

28

Dr Rick Fenny Vet in
Town

Meeka Goes Green
9am-11am

29

Dr Rick Fenny Vet in
Town

30

1
Yoga 6pm

2

3

4

Adult Basketball
6pm
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